pl ay hard
to get

Splashy spandex,
flexible outerwear
and coloured kicks
bring fashion to
Cowboys Stadium,
the largest columnfree venue in the
world. New Balance
“Wind Cheater”
vest, $90; Piha
swimsuit, $79.99;
New Balance “Vazee
Pace” shoes, $180;
Ice watch, $179.

art of
the game

AT&T Stadium in Texas, home of the Dallas Cowboys, is as famous
for contemporary art as it is for tackles and touchdowns. Add sports
luxe athleticwear to the arena and game day is hotter than ever.
Photogr aphy richard kr all

get set

Artsy tights and
flashy runners blend
with abstract murals
such as those of
German artist
Franz Ackermann.
The lines and
shapes reflect the
artist’s journey from
Berlin to Northern
Texas. Zambesi
“Trackside” top,
$200; Adidas
by Stella McCartney
tights, $170; New
Balance “530 Elite
Edition Pinball”
sneakers, $160.

game face

Mismatched
patterns and
glittering accents
stand out under the
floodlights. World
“Napoleon” jacket,
$595; Lorna Jane
“Divided” bra,
$65.99, and
“Earthquake”
tights, $105.99;
Adidas by Stella
McCartney shoes,
$340. Opposite:
Christian Dior
sequin top, $3700.
BEAUTY NOTE

Dazzle your fans
with a winged slick
of Bobbi Brown
Long-Wear Cream
Shadow Stick in
Midnight, $57.

bet ween
the line s

From a Legend
to a Choir by
Houston artist
Trenton Doyle
Hancock fuses
pop, graffiti and
psychedelic art
to tell a personal
story of creation,
mythic battles
and attempts at
reconciliation.

s tripe s
are right

Sporty suits,
like this classic
Adidas twopiece, offer
cool comfort
in the heat of
the moment.
Adidas Originals
“Space Shifter”
jumpsuit, $140.

shine bright

Swim and sports luxe
can be understated
or assertive. A hole
in the stadium ceiling
lets you show off
under the stars.
Opposite: Adidas
Originals “Planetary
Power” bodysuit,
$90; Sheryl May
leather heels, $349.
This page: 2nd
Day windbreaker,
$575; Piha bikini
top, $52.99, and
bottoms, $44.99;
New Balance
“530 Elite Edition
Pinball” sneakers,
$160; Baby G
watch, $229.
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not bl ack
& white

With so much
variety, why
stick to black
and white? Mel
Bochner asks the
same question
in Win!, from his
ongoing series
of “Thesaurus
Paintings”. The
piece explores
the way language
both conveys and
derails meaning.
Nike “Wind
Runner” jacket,
$120; Moochi
crop top, $129.99;
We’ar “Socksies”
yoga leggings,
$115; Adidas by
Stella McCartney
“Adizero XT”
shoes, $270; Baby
G watch, $229.

g o f or
the g oal

Pops of colour
and comfortable
cover-ups will
guide you past
the goalpost. In
the case of AT&T
Stadium, 80,000
people could
see you score.
Opposite: 2nd
Day puffer vest,
$495; Piha bikini
top, $52.99;
Adidas by Stella
McCartney
running shorts,
$100, and waist
pack, $90;
New Balance
“Vazee Pace”
shoes, $180.
This page: Adidas
“Space Shifter
Superstar” jacket,
$140; Piha bikini
top, $52.99; New
Balance print
capri pants, $90;
Nike “Lunarglide
7” trainers, $220.

change
the game

Gary Simmons’
work Blue Field
Explosions depicts
the punches, blows
and feats that can
shift a game. In
fashion, sparkles,
fluorescent tones
and patterns are
sure-fire ways to
shake things up.
Adidas by Stella
McCartney puff
jacket, $400;
Christian Dior
sequin top, $3700;
Piha bikini bottoms,
$39.99; Miu Miu
socks, $295, and
shoes, $1530;
Prada bag, $2845.

fic to qui qui

vic tory
dance

Pair playful prints
with summer
shades and you’re
in for a big win.
When you get
to the end zone,
look outside; the
glass doors open
up to the night
sky. New Balance
“Wind Cheater”
jacket, $110; Piha
“Rainbow Game”
top, $59.99,
and “Rainbow
Game” surf shorts,
$47.50; Nike “Air
Zoom Odyssey”
trainers, $260.

spark le
& shine

Crystalline
Structure #2 by
Alyson Shotz
reflects the endless
connections of
our modern world.
Brighten a subtle
style with bold
lines so you don’t
get lost in the
crowd. Adidas by
Stella McCartney
long-sleeve tee,
$170, and tights,
$170; New
Balance “530 Elite
Edition Pinball”
sneakers, $160;
Kate Sylvester
shoulder belt; Ice
watch, $189.90.
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T

here aren’t many places in the world where sport mixes with art, and a football stadium in Arlington, Texas, would be one
of the last places to look. But the Jones family, who opened AT&T Stadium – the home of the Dallas Cowboys – in 2009,
achieved just that. They created a world-renowned gathering place for sports and entertainment fans that also inspires
art and design lovers with 16 show-stopping installations, as well as 42 smaller pieces by some of the biggest names in
contemporary art. The result is a civic and national landmark that levels the cultural playing field. Perhaps it even brings
opposing teams closer together.
“We really wanted this to be a chance for others, who may not be inclined to go to an art museum, to be exposed to
[art] and see it in a different setting,” says co-owner Gene Jones. “Maybe this will allow them to expand their horizons and
look at art in other ways.”
The stadium itself is a swooping dome designed by architect Bryan Trubey that recalls both a football and a helmet shape, supported by
single-span arched trusses on either side – the longest ever built – that lunge inward like running backs diving for a ball. The US$1.15 billion,
280,000-square-metre venue is considered the largest column-free room in the world. It can hold more than 100,000 people and fit the Statue of
Liberty standing tall, even without the rectangular hole in the ceiling preserved from the original Texas Stadium. Like the artwork housed inside,
the venue exudes openness with its crystalline glass walls that reflect the light and weather, and end zone doors that open up to fresh air. At night,
exterior lights cast a lantern glow across the entire structure.
The first art installation visitors encounter at AT&T Stadium is Anish Kapoor’s Sky Mirror, located at the front entrance. The 15-tonne stainlesssteel disc, which looks like a massive satellite, pays homage to both Greek and Renaissance perspectives on art: the former says art is meant to
reflect the beauty and perfection of nature; the latter strives to shed light on humans and society. On one face, Sky Mirror captures clouds, planes,
birds and stars, while the flipside magnifies the meeting and dispersal patterns of the crowd (and prompts thousands of selfies).
The stadium interior features paintings, photography, light displays and sculptures, surrounded by the kind of Italian tiles, glass and
granite one would expect in a luxury hotel. Some artworks, such as Jenny Holzer’s LED video messages, blindside attendees at their seats
between plays. Anonymous messages such as, “The sum of your actions determines what you are” or “A positive attitude makes all the
difference in the world” appear in massive letters out of nowhere, forcing fans out of the game and into their heads. The unexpected setting
makes the words all the more meaningful.
While most of the commissioned artists, hand-picked by a North Texas cultural council, are from out of state or overseas, there is some Texas
talent on display. Local artist Annette Lawrence is one example, responsible for the mesmerising cable installation Coin Toss, which stretches 14
metres across the main concourse and changes with the flow of fans. Franz Ackermann’s abstract paintings Coming Home and (Meet Me) At the
Waterfall as well as Dave Muller’s Solar Arrangement make Lone Star State references. The sun in Solar Arrangement is a yellow rose, calling to
mind the old Texas folk song “Yellow Rose of Texas,” which has been covered by musicians such as Elvis Presley.
The biggest theme of the works, however, is football, extending the sport-art thread that ties the whole place together. There’s Matthew
Ritchie’s Line of Play, which takes the X’s and O’s of a coach’s playbook and splashes them into fluid forms across three walls; Brought Up to Speed
by Lawrence Weiner is a cheeky conceptual work that riffs on football expressions; in Blue Field Explosions, Gary Simmons depicts comic bookstyle punches and blows that represent the momentous occasions that can shift a game; and Jim Campbell’s Exploded View is a beautiful array of
flickering light bulbs that either twinkle like constellations or flash the motions of some of the Cowboys’ greatest plays.
One of the simpler pieces, Cheering Crowd by Wayne Gonzales, sums up the experience of attending a game at AT&T Stadium. Three repeated
photos of fans cheering at a sporting event create a Warhol-esque triptych showing a sea of people floating in blue and grey. The panels capture
“the sensation of losing one’s self in the crowd only to find yourself as a part of something bigger, more powerful and profound”.
Win or lose, punters leave with a buzz.		
			
see a slideshow of the art installations at at&T stadium in dallas, texas, and watch a video about the making of the
fashion photo shoot at style.co.nz.
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